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Sir,
Reading the critical appraisal of chest ultrasound in children
by Tomà and Owens [1], one has to fully endorse the authors’
word of caution against an uncritical replacement of the stan-
dard radiograph by an ultrasound scan. Indeed, recent data
from adult and pediatric emergency physicians show that each
technique might prevail over the other depending on the
clinical issue and that no ultrasonography superiority, per se,
can be justified.

As an example, US monitors the fluid-to-air transition of
the neonatal lung when, to quote Tomà and Owens, “under
normal circumstances neonates improve rapidly and only one
or two chest radiographs are obtained.” Any neonatologist
knows that those chest radiographs do not predict the abnor-
mal but often critical circumstance of the newborn failing to
adapt to the extrauterine environment. Chest US has been
reported to give this important piece of information, and
further trials are welcomed [2]. On the other hand, Copetti
and Cattarossi [3] correctly underlined that US yields to
radiology in the follow-up of neonatal respiratory distress after
surfactant administration. The same authors first found the
high value of US in diagnosing pediatric pneumonia [4], a
finding that has been recently confirmed by a largemulticenter
trial in the United States [5].

Unfortunately, in the critical appraisal by Tomà and Owens
[1] the objective evaluation of these experimental data and of
those increasingly produced worldwide is constantly
neglected in the fear of “the misuse or the abuse of paediatric
chest ultrasound.”Under these circumstances, we would glad-
ly join Galileo in pronouncing “And yet, it moves.”
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